Clause Graphs.
A clause graph is a tripel <NODES,C,LINKS> such that:
(a) NODES is a finite, possibly empty set of nodes. [) (a) S haB a unit-refutation.
(b) S plus its factors haB a unit-refutation without factoring end without tautologies.
(c) S haB an input-refutation.
(d) S plus its factors haB an input-refutation without factoring and without tautologies.
(e) S plus its factors haB an RR-tree.
The equivalence of (a) and (c) was shown by Chang /Ch70/. A weaker version of theorem 4.6 using refutation trees only is proved in /HR78/. A detailled proof of theorem 4.6 is included in /Sm82/.
Let ~ be an RR-tree. Then "each deduction ~~ (0) 
